We have designed and constructed a sealed, temperature-controlled Couette-type shear cell which allows us to carry out in situ synchrotron x-ray scattering studies of the nonequilibrium structures of complex fluids under flow, probing lengths ranging from the nanometer to the semimacroscopic micron scale. The sealed design allows the cell to be tilted, facilitating the scanning of all directions in reciprocal space. In contrast to existing neutron shear cells, we access the shear plane containing the velocity and the velocity gradient. The temperature control of the cell enables us to carry out phase transition studies far from equilibrium. The complex fluid systems which may be studied with this cell include thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystals, microemulsions, and polymeric fluids. Recent results on the nematic and smecticd phases of a liquid crystal, and the disordered bicontinuous L3 phases of surfactant membranes in the vicinity of the ordered lamellar L, phase under flow, are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
We describe an apparatus that enables us to use highresolution synchrotron x-ray scattering techniques to study the nonequilibrium dissipative structures of complex fluids under shear flow in a sealed and temperature-controlled cell. The specific complex fluid systems suitable for study with this shear cell consist of thermotropic liquid crystals, lyotropic surfactant membranes in solution such as the lamellar and bicontinuous microemulsions, and polymers in solution. ' For complex fluids with viscosities in the 10 CP range (e.g., nematic and smecticd liquid crystals), shear rates of lo5 sag ' may be reached under controlled temperature conditions between room temperature and 60 "C!. Samples which have viscosities in the 103-lo4 P range may be run at shear rates of order lo3 s-' under controlled temperature conditions.
The shear cell is of the Couette geometry which consists of two concentric cylinders with the sample contained in the annulus as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The design of the cell allows either cylinder to be rotated or held stationary independent of the other cylinder. However, as we are primarily interested in studying the shear-induced structures of complex fluids under laminar flow conditions, rather than fluid instabilities, which occur when the inner cylinder is rotated at reasonably low flow rates (e.g., Taylor rolls), we rotate the outer cylinder with the inner cylinder held stationary.2 With the outer cell rotating, laminar flow is observed up to large shear rates below the critical Reynolds number. ' A transverse cut through the cell and the (approximately) simple shear flow field where the shear rate j=dV.Jdy is nearly constant is shown in Fig. 2 . Because the cell is completely sealed and designed to fit in a Huber (D-82 19 Rimsting, West Germany) four-circle diffractometer, it can be held in any desired orientation relative to the incident x-ray beam physically allowed by the diffractometer. With this new design virtually all of the available reciprocal space for a given spectrometer configuration can be surveyed. Most significantly, the present cell allows us to access the shear plane which includes both the velocity V, 2 and the velocity gradient (dV,/dy)P directions as shown in Fig. 2 . The x-z and y-z planes are also accessible. Much of the design considerations for our shear cell, such as the operating range where laminar flow is realized in the shear-rate-viscosity plane and the boundary between laminar and turbulent flow, follows those outlined by Linder and Oberthur3 in their original design of a neutron Couette shear cell. Given the clarity of their presentation, we refer the interested reader to their paper. The existing neutron Couette shear cells3'4 are designed to remain in a vertical position (e.g., in some instances they are not sealed), leaving parts of reciprocal space especially hard to access. A more serious drawback of neutron studies is the low flux which forces the experimenter to utilize much of the large beam, which is of order a centimeter squared. The large beam size prevents the incident beam passage through the edge of the cell [i.e., line (a) in Fig. 21 without significant background scattering contamination from the walls of the cell. Much of reciprocal space is left unexplored, in particular the plane containing the velocity and velocity gradient directions. The neutron cells allow one to access the x-z plane which is defined by the velocity and neutral directions. In the next sections we give a detailed description of the shear cell apparatus followed by some experimental results of a nematic liquid crystal under shear flow in the vicinity of the nematic to smectic-rl phase transition and a brief description of results from a study of the lyotropic lamellar L, and bicontinuous L3 phases with internal structures comprised of surfactant membranes.
II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Among our prime requirements was that the entire cell fit in the x circle of a Huber diffractometer (model 511). This put strict limits on many other aspects of the cell such as cylinder size. Next to be considered is the shear rate the cell must produce. This is an important factor in choosing a driving motor and determines in part the selection of ball bearings. The viscosity of the samples which will be sheared must also be considered as that will help determine the drive motor size and the appropriate cylinder material. The drive motor must be able to supply sufficient torque and the cylinders must withstand the stresses involved in shearing a sample of the desired viscosity at the required speed. Another crucial consideration is the accuracy with which the cylinders must rotate. As we wanted to run with a gap size as small as 0.1 mm with tolerances of plus or minus -1096, all rotations had to be concentric to within 0.02 mm (0.0008 in.). Also considered was the temperature range in which the cell was to be operated A large temperature range leads to many problems when close tolerances are needed because of differential thermal expansion of the various components. The present cell is operated to a maximum of about 45 "C so temperature effects are not too troublesome (except for a situation described later).
HI. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CELL
The cell is supported on a base of anodized aluminum about 1 in. at its thickest and roughly rectangular in shape (12 in. x 8 in.) as shown schematically in Fig. 3 . Centered -4 in. apart on the long axis of the base are two ball slides (Automation Gauges, RK-2 1 ), each with 1 in. travel. This travel is required to allow for disassembly of the cell and so that various length cylinders may be employed for diEerent experiments. Mounted on top of each slide is a machined stainless-steel block, roughly 1.5 in. x 1.5 in. ~2.5 in. with a 1.25 in. hole bored along the long axis. These blocks hold the bearings and rotating parts of the cell. The sides of the blocks have been lapped to ensure that the blocks are the same size, the cross section is accurately square, and the central hole is centered and perpendicular to the end faces. By using the free play around the screws and shims underneath, the blocks can be made coplanar and parallel with each other to within 0.002 in.
The #-stage mounting plate of the Huber model 410 diffractometer is replaced by an assembly that enables the shear cell to be adjusted in two directions relative to the Huber. This assembly [Figs. 3 (c) and 3(d)] consists of a dovetail slide mounted perpendicularly to the end of a ball slide. The dovetail mates with a dovetail groove on the bottom of the shear cell base and is threaded to accept a lead screw which is also mounted on the base. This lead screw is motorized to enable adjustments in the z direction (parallel to x-ray beam) to be made. The carriage of the ball slide is screwed to the dovetail (and thus attaches to the shear cell) while the base is attached to the 4 stage. Another motorized lead screw is used in the ball slide to move the cell in a direction perpendicular to the x-ray beam. This is represented as the x direction in Fig. 3 . The x and z motions are used to center various parts of the cell on the beam and, when used together, mimic the effect of rotation of the 4 circle which allows us to access either the V or the VV directions. The motion in the x direction is also used alone to scan the cell through the beam and thus accurately define the center of the gap by measuring the attenuation of the x rays by the Lexan cell wall. A third orthogonal adjustment (v direction) is made possible by ball slides mounted between the dovetail groove and the shear cell base and is controlled by a third lead screw. It is very important that the cell have these three motions independent of the Huber. These degrees of freedom allow us to put different volumes of the sample at the center of rotation of the Huber so that the same volume is sampled during an angular scan.
Reference to Fig. 4 would be useful during the following description of the cell construction. The rotating parts of the cell consist of an inner spindle supported by two ball bearings (Barden, No. SRlDlZSSTA), one near each end, and an outer spindle, also supported by two ball bearings (Barden, No. SR1828SSSTA) all concentric with the hole in the stainless-steel block (the two blocks and the components they hold are identical mirror images). Sprockets (PIC, are mounted on one end of the spindles while the other end is machined to receive either the inner or outer cylinder arbor, as appropriate. The inner cylinder arbor is held in a recess in the spindle by the injector rod, which is basically a hollow tube threaded at one end to fit into the arbor. (10) is secured by locking ring (9) which screws onto outer cylinder spindle. Temperature control is facilitated by the five thermistors located inside the inner cylinder and held by delrin (acetal) holders (13) which are screwed to inner cylihder arbor. The hole that goes straight through the inner cylinder arbor is sealed with Torr Seal epoxy at the point where the thermistor Wires enter. Two thermistors are located at each end of the cylinders and one is at the center. The tube through which the temperature controlled air flows from the vortex guns is held in position by a delrin block (21). The delrin block is clamped to the bearing housing by set screws. If a small amount of the sample material should get past the magnetic seals, a felt pad (17) is positioned to absorb it. In case of a catastrophic seal failure, there are four holes (18) drilled in the outer spindle to sling any material out before the bearings can be contaminated. This, of course, works only if the outer cylinder is rotating. (Some fasteners have been omitted from figure for clarity.)
inner arbor, is used to seal the cylinders from the surrounding atmosphere. Filling the cell is accomplished by introducing the sample through the injector rod via the special end cap described below. The inner arbor is hollow, with passages leading radially to its outer diameter. The sample flows through these passages to the annulus created by the Lexan cylinders, through the passages in the other inner arbor and out the other injector rod.
The nucleus of the cell is the two Lexan cylinders that contain the sample and produce the shear stress. Lexan was chosen as the material for the cylinders for a variety of reasons. First, because Lexan is made of low Z (low electron density) polymeric materials, it is highly transparent to x rays, having a l/e absorption of about 2 mm for 8 keV photons (corresponding to the Cu K, line). Most of the experiments were done near this energy, both in-house on our rotating anode x-ray generator and at synchrotron fa-cilities. Second, Lexan is optically. transparent enough to allow one to see the sample and check for trapped air bubbles and ensure that the flow is laminar. Third, the material is strong enough to withstand the shear stresses produced but flexible enough to ease assembly.
The cylinders are machined from cylindrical Lexan stock to a wall thickness of 0.5 mm and measured to be round to within 0.0254 mm total included runout (TIR) on the critical surfaces (outer surface of the inner cylinder and the inner surface of the outer cylinder). Gap sizes of 0.1, 0.25, and 1.0 mm have been produced and run successfully on the instrument. The typical outer diameter for inner cylinders is 20 mm while the outer cylinder is 23 mm. Length for both cylinders is 48.5 mm in the most frequently used size.
The two cylinders are held at each end, concentric to each other, by the inner and outer rotating arbors. As stated above the cylinder arbor spindles are rotated by beltdriven sprockets. These sprockets are driven by a Min-EPitchTM belt (3CCF Series, from W. M. Berg) from one of two drive shafts that are mounted parallel to and on either side of the Lexan cylinder assemblies.
A. Temperature control A major source of difficulty in achieving and maintaming a desired temperature was dealing with the large amounts of heat produced by the magnetic seals. These seals basically consist of a ring of carbon held against a polished steel face by magnetic attraction. They are located adjacent to the inner cylinder arbor and thus have a significant effect on the temperature of the sample. Even at the lower rotation rates a large amount of heat is produced by the friction between the two parts of the seal. This heat must be dissipated away if accurate control at temperatures approaching ambient is to be realized.
In order to accomplish precise temperature control, thermistors (YSI No. 44011) are located inside the inner cylinder (which must then be clamped stationary). A hole drilled completely through the long axis of the inner cylinder arbor allows the thermistor wires to pass from the injector rod to inside the inner cylinder. A small Delrin holder attaches to the arbor and holds up to three thermistors. The thermistors are epoxied to the Delrin holder using thermally conductive epoxy (Tra-Con, No. 2 15 1) in such a way that they make good thermal contact with the wall of the cylinder. A thin layer of thermal grease (Wakefield Eng'g, between the epoxy and the cylinder wall tills any gaps and ensures this contact. This arrangement of thermistors allows us to measure the temperature of the sample very close to where the x-ray beam impinges on it.
Devices known as vortex guns (Exair Corp., Cincinnati, OH) are used to blow temperature-controlled air on the ends'of the cell near the magnetic seal area. A vortex gun consists of a pipe, open at both ends, with an inlet for high-pressure air perpendicular to the long axis of the pipe near one end. The inlet is connected to a compressed air source (80-100 psi) which results in hot air blowing out one end and cold air out the other. From the cold end of the gun the air travels through a short length of Tygon tubing, the end of which is fitted over a piece of 0.5-in.-diam copper tubing. This tubing in turn is connected to a machined Teflon block that sits on the bearing housings. The Teflon blocks direct the air to the area of the cell where the seals are contained. To control the temperature of the air coming out of the cold end of the vortex guns, a cartridge heater is located inside the copper tubing. The voltage sent to the cartridge, and thus the amount of heat it puts out, is determined by the reading of the thermistors inside the inner cell.
The thermistor wires (30 AWG magnet wire) pass through the hole in the arbor, which is sealed with TorrSeal (Varian), and travel up the injector rod. The other end of the injector rod is open to the outside and easily accessible. A cap fits over the end of the injector rod and is held there and sealed by O-rings (all O-rings used in the shear' cell are made of Viton for solvent resistance and purchased from Apple Rubber Products, Lancaster, N.Y.). The cap has two holes in it opposite from the hole where the injector rod fits. One hole is threaded to accept miniature tubing fittings and is where the syringe containing the sample is attached. The other is used for the thermistor wires to pass through and is sealed by a rubber plug. To pass the thermistor wires through this plug a syringe needle is pushed through it, the wires fed through the needle (this is one reason such thin wire is used) and the needle withdrawn, creating a tight seal between the plug and the wire. To simplify connections to the thermistor wires a terminal strip is epoxied to the shear cell base. Multiconductor cables are used to connect the terminal strips to the various temperature controllers and other instruments.
To accurately measure and control the temperature of the sample a total of five thermistors inside the inner cylinder are required. One thermistor is located in the center of the cylinders, against the wall of the inner cylinder, out of the way of the incident x-ray beam (see Fig. 4 ). The other four thermistors are located at the ends of the cylinder, two to an end. The middle thermistor and one end thermistor are monitored continuously. One thermistor from each end is connected to a precision temperature controller which sends signals to power supplies which in turn send power to the cartridge heaters in the vortex gun air flow. The cylinders are enclosed by a two-stage, cylindrically symmetric oven. The outer oven housing is mainly to reduce the effect of stray air currents. To reduce the effects of radiation (in the thermal range), a sheet of aluminized mylar is used to cover the Lexan windows of the oven. With this arrangement of heaters and sensors, the temperature of the sample is maintained within 0.01 "C over more than 10 h and within 0.005" over l-2 h.
B. Speed control
In our experiments to date, a single dc motor has been used to drive the outer cylinder and to clamp the inner cylinder stationary. The main reason a dc motor was chosen over a stepping motor was that the torque produced actually increases with rpm. At the upper rpm limit, the torque produced by stepping motors is essentially zero. Preparing the shear cell assembly for actual use on the spectrometer involves a thorough cleaning of all the individual parts before assembly may begin.
To verify that the cell will rotate within tolerances during the experiment, measurements are taken at certain times during assembly. After both inner cylinder arbors are in place a dial indicator is' used to measure the rotational runout of the arbors. If the runout is greater than 0.001 in. TIR, the injector rod is loosened from the inner arbor and the arbor is rotated relative to the inner spindle as different relative orientations can lead to slightly different runouts, and the injector rod is tightened into place again. This procedure is repeated until the required tolerances are obtained. Measurements are also taken of the outer cylinder arbors after they are installed.
Filling of the sample is normally done with the cell in a vertical position (i.e., long axis of Lexan cylinders vertical) as this minimizes the volume where air bubbles may be trapped, In the case of low viscosity fluids, tilling is a simple matter of attaching a syringe full of the sample (typically about 15 cc) to the end cap, turning the outer cylinder at a low rate (10-15 rpm) to discourage bubble formation, and slowly introducing the sample via the injector rod. For a higher viscosity sample such as the liquid crystal 8CB (BDH Industries) which changes phase with temperature, we have devised a technique to simplify loading. Before being pulled into the loading syringe, the 8CB is heated above the isotropic transition temperature ( 40 "C) where it becomes much less viscous and trapped air is released. The entire shear cell is also heated using the oven and a hand-held heat gun for the areas not covered by the oven such as the bearing housings and the end caps. When the entire assembly is warm the 8CB is introduced and flows in quite easily.
We now turn to a brief discussion of our recent experimental results, which are described more completely elsewhere.'? "
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE NEMATIC TO SMECTIC-A PHASE TRANSITION UNDER FLOW
The simplest liquid crystalline phases are the nematic (N) and smecticd (Sm-A ) phases.' In the nematic phase, the rod-shaped molecules exhibit orientational order and point, on average, along a unique direction specified by a unit vector n^ called the director [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The N-Sm-A transition corresponds to the onset of a one-dimensional mass density wave along the direction of n^. At equilibrium, the pretransitional Sm-A fluctuation clusters, which are measured by x rays, grow in the nematic phase as one approaches the N-Sm-A transition and are ultimately re- sponsible for the ordered Sm-A phase with the anisotropic correlation lengths ~II and g1 diverging at the transition TNA.8 Figure 5 (b) shows such a fluctuation domain. AG cording to dynamical scaling,' the fluctuation relaxation time r-{si2, where 6 is an effective correlation length for critical fluctuations; thus, we chose to study this system because the effective control parameter pi which drives the system away from equilibrium should increase substantially, near the N-Sm-A transition.
Real space is defined in Fig. 6 (b) , where (v) and (Vu) are along the x and y axes, and the neutral direction parallel to the cylinder axis is along the z axis. In reciprocal space [ Fig. 5(c) ], qx, .q,, and qn are parallel to U, Vu, and the neutral directions. Most of the experiments were carried out at the National Synchrotron Light Source on the Exxon beam line X-1OA using 8 keV radiation. The initial experiments were carried out on the 56 pole wiggler beam line 6 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). The x-ray path was either through the center or the edge of the cell pines (c), (a), Fig. 21 . A Braun PSMJO linear detector placed 95 cm after the sample was positioned as shown in Fig. 2 , so that the scattering component collected in the channels was along qx(q,,) parallel to v( Vu) when going through the center (edge). The setup gave a qz resolution of 3 X 1O-4 A-' (HWHM), with a linear-detector resolution of 1.2 x 10m3 ,k (HWHM).
The three simple orientations that n^ may assume under flow and their associated viscosities are shown in Fig. 6(a) . The a, b, and c orientations refer to n^ pointing along the neutral 2, the velocity R, and the velocity gradient jJ directions, respectively. For a uniform sample with the c orientation where n^=j, the diffuse x-ray scattering arising from the pretransitional Sm-il fluctuations is centered in reciprocal space at q=q& = (2?r/d) fi along the qy axis, where the width of the diffuse spot is proportional to l/cl, and l/& measured parallel and perpendicular to fi, respectively. Figure 5 (c) shows this diffuse spot along with those produced when ri is along the i, 2, and a general orientation between 9 and 2. For this general orientation n^ (arrow), the spot is also along n^.
We show in Fig. 7 vicinity of TNA. The solid squares indicate thermodynamic transitions from the isotropic to the N phase (TIN ~41 "C), and from the N to the Sm-A phase (T,=33.58 at p=lO s-r), which shows an unexpected reentrant behavior. In the Sm-A phase, A assumes the a orientation but at lower temperature crosses into a regime where Sm-A domains with both the a and c orientations coexist. Over a 2" range below TIN, we find that $ lies in the shear plane in the b orientation with the diffuse scattering centered at qzq& This stable orientation for rz^ is shown schematically at the top right of Fig. 7 . As we further lower T, A undergoes a flip transition, through an intermediate regime labeled a-b in Fig. 7 , to a region near T, where the average orientation of n^ is along 2. However, this nominally a regime consists of four crossover regimes a,, a, a(b), a,. The shaded areas covering the unit spheres at the top of Fig. 7 are schematics of the distribution of n^ for three of these regimes.
To understand the evolution in the anisotropic elliptical distribution of n^ about z^ as the ordered Sm-A phase is approached, we consider the orientational state of n^ under flow which is determined by the total forces acting on it. The equation of motion (EOM) for n^ is given by '"-'2 r-u+ rf=O,
where If= -fix h, is the torque on fi, due to the fluctuation domain, where for jr < 1 with v=p,$,
The viscous torque on n^ is given by the EricksenLeslie-Parodi (ELP) theory of the hydrodynamics of nematics which considers the viscous and elastic torques on 2." According to ELP nematodynamics, in the high-shear regime where elastic torques are negligible, the viscous torque on fi is" 1) r"= --AX y1 ~+~b,ny,a,n,,O) , 1 1 where the .Ericksen viscosity parameters aZ = ("/z -y, )/2, and a3 = ( y2 + y1 )/2, are defined in terms of the rotational viscosity y1 and shear viscosity yp It follows from Eq. ( 1 ), that the viscous torque, IYU= @2i and ( ja3z") for n^ =9 and (n"=x^); thus cx2 and a3 are proportional to qc and v6, respectively [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The physical origin of the fluctuation induced torque, If, is due to the effect of shear flow on the Auctuation domains. Figure 6(b) shows that for a temporal fluctuation domain with ri=f pointing along v in the b orientation, shear flow tends to tilt the layers, which changes the layer spacing and gives rise to the restoring force h, In contrast, shear flow does not alter the internal structure of fluctuations with the a and c orientations. We see from Eqs. (l)-( 3) that to lowest order in jr, the effect of fluctuations is a renormalization of a: ( cc vb) :
For all nematics studied to date, a2 < 0, and the flow orientation of fi depends on the sign of a3. Normally, far from T, where fluctuations are negligible, a3 <O with CY~/CY~(~. The stable solution of the equation of motion (EOM) I',=O, then results in n^ lying in the (u-Vu) shear plane at a small angle 8= tan-' (a3/~~2) "*=5' with the flow direction as we show at the top right of Fig. 7 . This is essentially the b orientation of Fig. 6(b) . As temperature is reduced towards TNA, the growth of pretransitional Sm-A fluctuations drives alp through zero towards large positive values as T-f T, and yr approaches 1. When a; > 0, there is no stable solution in the shear plane. However, there is a zero torque sohrtion if n^ points exactly along the neutral 2 direction; this is the a orientation of Fig. 6(a) . In this limit with a; () [ a3 \ ) > 0, Eq. ( 1) reduces to lowest order in n, nP and i/7 tot0-12 (5b) where we consider deviations of n^= ( nx,n,,, 1) away from the z axis, and w$== p ( -a2af )/d. Equation ( 5 ) describes a coupled-harmonic-oscillator motion for iz, and n,, with precession frequency oa. The coupling of the precession modes, which are of the form n,(t) =nxo cos(w,t) and n,(t) =nlo sin(oct>, describe an equation of an ellipse: n,(t)~/2/n~+n,(t)2/n~=l.
Thus, the EOM describes an anisotropic precession of n^ on a unit sphere about th'e z axis, where the projection of 2 onto the x-y plane will be elliptical with a well defined ratio of axes n.Jn@ We expect that the precession of n^( t) about 2 should be accompanied by wanderings, due to thermal or hydrodynamic noise, between different amplitude states nd and nfl, but with a ratio of amplitudes n.Jnfl = ( -a2/af) 1'2 fixed by temperature. Therefore, the distribution of fi about 2 would also be anisotropic with an elliptical projection on the x-y plane with eccentricity nJ nlo, which we expect to be strongly temperature-dependent due to the critical behavior of a? near TN,. This is precisely what we find near T,, as we show in Fig. 8 . These four regimes exhibit distinct x-ray scattering profiles. For an arbitrary orientation of n^, the diffuse spot In the a, regime the elliptical distribution in the (qx-q,,) is at q-q& in reciprocal space as we show in Fig. 5(c) ; shear plane has its major axis along qx ([I v) with nJnuo > 1, which would correspond to the range where thus, because the peak q-vector points along 2, one is able a$ < --a*; this is consistent with the anisotropic distributo measure its orientation. For an anisotropic (or isotrotion in the other two planes which is more spread out in the pic) distribution of n^ about the z axis, the diffuse scattering (qz-qx) plane indicating larger deviations of n^ towards would now be on a corresponding anisotropic (or isotrothe v direction as compared to the Vu direction. With inpic) "patch" of a sphere of radius q. centered about the qz creasing a?, the elliptical shapes of Fig. 8 (left column) are axis. To elucidate the orientational distribution of fi, we first squashed into an almost circular shape in the "a," plot in Figs. 8 (b)-8 (e) , equal intensity contours at p= 300 s _ ', of cuts in the three planes ( qz-qx) , (4=-q,,), and ( qx-q,,) , regime, where n&n@= 1 which indicates that a?= -a*, and then become elliptical again in the "a(b)" regime, but through the point (O,O,qz=qo), at one reduced temperature t= CT-TNA)/TNA now with the major axis along qy (11 Vu) with nxo/nlo < 1 in each of the four regimes [a,, a, because aj( > -a2. This is consistent with cuts in the other a(b), a,]. In our description, we emphasize the overall two planes in Figs. 8(c), 8 (d) (center and right), where shapes of the contours. In particular, the elliptically shaped the distribution of 2 becomes confined to a narrow isotrointensity distributions in the (qx-qy) shear plane (Fig. 8 , pic cone about the qr axis in the a, regime, and slightly left column ) , which result from an anisotropic distribution anisotropic again in the a(b) regime with larger deviations of fi about the z axis are self-evident. We see clearly that in the (4=-q,,) plane. Finally, the elliptical contour of Fig.  the shapes evolve as a function of decreasing temperature.
8(e) (left) exhibits extreme anisotropy in the a, regime -.038 0 .038 -.03 0 .OQ 0 .OQ where a$ -c+, and the contour lines in the ( qz-q,,) plane extend to the qu axis [ Fig. 8(e) , center]. The distribution of 6 about .?, now extends down to the Vu direction as we show in the top left of Fig. 7 . To estimate the growth in the ratio af/a,, we chose a sensible functional form for the orientational distribution function averaged over time and the sample volume: (W(E)) =exp [-(ni&,+n;o$] ; with ax/cry=nxo/ng = ( -a2/a3> 1'2. The x-ray intensity I(4) a JJ d&&g we W(q,fiL where S(q$) is the diffuse scattering due to pretransitional Sm-A fluctuations.i3 We show contour plots in Fig. 8 (a) , which are a result of a nonlinear-least-squares fit of the data of Fig. 8 (b) to I(q), which qualitatively reproduce our data. Over the nominal a regimes which span a reduced temperature range of 4X 10m3 < t < 5 X lo-', a$/ 1 a21 = (n.Jtzfl)2 varies by a factor of ~70. In 8CB, 1 a2 1~3 P (see Ref. 14) independent of T; thus, over the same temperature range, we estimate from Eq. (4) In another recent experiment we looked at the effect of shear flow on the dilute lamellar L, and and the L3 bicontinuous phases of surfactant membranes. Figure 9 shows the phase diagram mapped out at equilibrium.i5 The system comprises four components: water, sodium dodecyl sulphate, dodecane, and pentanol. The samples studied were in the oil (dodecane) rich part of the phase diagram.
The membrane surfaces that we consider are made of surfactants which are amphiphilic molecules. They contain a hydrophilic (polar) head group and a hydrophobic (oily) hydrocarbon tail (or tails) shown schematically in Fig. 9 . While the polar head "likes" water, the tails will be expelled from it (because of the hydrophobic interaction). A multilayer system then consists of stacks of alternating membranes (comprised of a thin water layer coated with surfactant and cosurfactant), and solvent (primarily dodecane with some pentanol) as we show in Fig. 9 . In the lamellar L, phase, the constituent molecules behave as a fluid diffusing freely inside each two-dimensional bilayer. From a structural view point, the L, phase has the same symmetry as the Smd phase of thermotropic liquid crystals. As one dilutes the L, phase with oil separating the layers, the L, melts into the random bicontinuous L, phase, where one loses both the one-dimensional density wave normal to the layers and the long-range orientational order of the lamellar phase (which is optically uniaxial). In the L3 phase, but close to the L, phase boundary, one expects to see fluctuating L, domains as we show schematically at the bottom of Fig. 9 .
As we discussed earlier, in the nemafic to Sm-A study, near the N-Sm-A transition, the nematic director points along the cylinder z axis (i.e., a geometry) so that the scattering is centered at (O,O,q,=2r/d=O. 198 ii-') in reciprocal space away from the origin as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . Because dz3 1.73 A is of order the molecular dimensions, the scattering occurs at a reasonably large q vector away from the origin. In this case the v-Vu (qn-q,,) shear plane was readily accessed with the incident beam going through the center of the cell [line (c) of Fig. 21 , through a single q,, scan along the Vu direction with the linear detector channels collecting data along the velocity direction (i.e., along the qx direction). Thus, a single scan (which primarily involves tilting of the shear cell), yielded the scattering data projected in the shear plane and centered about (O,O,qJ away from the origin. In the dilute L, and L, phases, where we are carrying out our studies, the interlayer spacing is large. For example, the L3 region that we discuss (shown schematically in Fig. 9 ) has an average interlayer spacing of order 800 A. Hence, the scattering in reciprocal space, resulting from the L, pretransitional fluctuation domains, occurs very near the origin. In addition, the concentration fluctuations will also be centered around the origin. Due to the experimental limitations which cause the beam to be obstructed by the cell oven above a certain 8 value in an angular 8 scan (i.e., equivalent to a rocking scan which measures layer orientations of a Bragg reflection), at small q's only a limited range of q, [or qx if the beam goes through the edge shown as line (a) in Fig. 21 points can be accessed through a single scan in reciprocal space. Therefore, the shear plane cannot be accessed by a single scan around the origin but rather, as we presently discuss, a series of scans have to be carried out which when combined together, give us the scattering data in the (q,-q,,) shear plane centered around the origin. To overcome this obstacle the x and z translations (see Fig. 3 ) of the cell are used together to bring different sample volumes into the beam (and to the center of movement of the Huber). We term the angle between the incident beam and the velocity gradient (Vu) to be 4. Figure 10 shows schematically three orientations: $=O, #=45, and #=90. By scanning 4 from 0" (Vu parallel to beam) to 90 (Vu perpendicular to beam), and performing a longitudinal h scan (i.e., a 6-28 scan) at each 4 [e.g., for #=O (90), the scan is along the velocity (gradient velocity) direction of the shear plane], the entire shear plane can be mapped out around the origin. This can be done with high resolution because of the very small beam sizes available at the synchrotron light sources. Typical beam size is 150 pm X200 ,um compared to 10 mmX 10 mm for neutron scattering. Because of this small beam size only a small spread of velocity directions are sampled (< ~0.04 rad) at any particular 4 setting. radius which in turn requires a large amount of (sometimes very expensive) sample. These two characteristics, the small beam size which enables us to bring different sample volumes into the beam, are what set this shear cell apart from the existing neutron cells.
The series of longitudinal scans at different $ values maps out the shear plane along radii in reciprocal space. An equal intensity contour plot of the (qx-q,,) shear plane can then be produced from this series as plotted in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 shows the equal intensity contours at equilibrium (zero shear rate) and at a high shear rate of 3323 s-' for a dilute L3 sample where the average spacing between the membranes is of order 800 A. In the phase diagram this corresponds to a point at the end of the island with the oil weight fraction @=0.86 as we show in Fig. 9 . We see that at zero shear (top, Fig. 11 ) the scattering is isotropic around the origin. As the shear rate is increased, however, the scattering becomes anisotropic (bottom, Fig.  11 ) with the scattering in the Vu direction being enhanced, while those along the velocity direction are suppressed. This may be understood by considering the effect of shear flow on the L, fluctuation modes in the L, phase. In the vicinity of the L, phase, the L3 phase is expected to exhibit local L, fluctuation domains (bottom of Fig. 9 ), which have their normal layer randomly oriented at zero shear giving rise to the isotropic scattering that we observe. Once a shear stress is applied, the orientation of the fluctuation modes with respect to the velocity direction is expected to determine the fate of the fluctuation. '6 We show in Fig. 12 schematics of fluctuation modes with three orthogonal layer normal orientations. One expects that L, fluctuation modes with the layer normal parallel to the Vu direction will simply exhibit layers that slide over one another. Those layers with the layer normal along the neutral Diagram showing how shear affects layers with director components (i.e., the layer normal) in various orientations relative to the shearing directions. Those layers with a director component parallel to Vu will slide over each other. Those parallel to the neutral direction will be stretched in the v direction (which leaves the internal structure unaffected for a fluid layer). However, if the layer normal is parallel to the velocity, shear tlow will decrease the interlayer spacing which is energetically costly and leads to the dissipation of the mode.
z direction will also undergo little change. However, those fluctuation modes with the layer normal parallel to V are tilted by shear flow, These modes (and all those which have a finite layer normal component along the velocity direction), are then selectively convected away as their interlayer spacing is decreased which is energetically unfavorable and is expected to result in the rapid dissipation of the modes.16 The details of the nature of the L3 phase under shear flow will be presented in a forthcoming paper. "
VI. DISCUSSION We have described the design of a temperaturecontrolled sealed Couette x-ray shear cell which enables structural studies of complex fluids including liquid crystals, lyotropic surfactants and biomolecular materials, and polymeric fluids under nonequilibrium shear flow conditions. In particular, in contrast to existing neutron cells, we are able to probe directly the (v-Vv) shear plane in addition to the (v-2) and (Vv--i) planes. We have presented data from a liquid crystal system and also from the surfactant membrane bicontinuous L3 phase. We emphasize that our experiments are among the few microscopic studies, probing length scales < 100 A and as large as -pm, of an ordering transition under nonequilibrium steady-state conditions. Such studies have important bearings on our understanding of phase transitions away from equilibrium and more generally of nonequilibrium statisti-1318
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 64, No. 5, May 1993 cal mechanical phenomena." More generally, the experiments demonstrate that under flow, synchrotron x-ray diffraction techniques provide a powerful structural probe of steady-state dynamical behavior.5.6.'7
